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Data Sovereignty

• The control and governance of data that is collected or held by a 
person, entity, nation. 

• Informational self-determination: Right to data self-determination of 
the individual and of the community of the individuals (the city) 
through information known about that person or entity. 

• The sovereignty of persons and municipalities, as regards the 
creation, access and use of data, both for individual purposes but 
also, more interestingly, for common purposes (the “common good”). 

→ Cities’ own Data Sovereignty and guarantor / custodian of citizens’ 
Data Sovereignty .   



Implications of data as a city public good

• City Rules for managing data in this manner (BCN Decree on ethical data management) sets up  
• Governance Structures (CDO, Privacy Office)

• Management Processes (transversal consultation, procurement processes, Opendata) 

• Technology Architectures (Data Lake, OpenData portals)

• Treatment of privately held data about the City and citizens/residents
• Access and sharing obligations - public contracts? Other places?  

• Balance of power between Administration and private sector (large companies)

• City “identity” is made up of the data it has (that defines it), and the rights granted by its residents 
to use that data. 
• Scope of rights of the City to access and use that data (vis-à-vis its residents/visitors). 

• Is there an overriding legitimate interest?

• Public value or good for society: data is managed not just for citizen self-determination and 
freedom, but also used for city data-driven policies for the good of residents and visitors.



A multifaceted issue with several challenges

Legally speaking:

• Data “ownership”  v. the city as a 
data steward or guardian (trustee) 
rather than an “owner”

• rights to control the use of data and 
datasets

• individual’s privacy rights in 
personal data; 

Technological impacts, digital 
services

• data architectures and storage

• access rights and “rules” 
attached to data

• data security, 

• data transfers 

In organizational terms, 

• impacts but also supports the city‘s 
need to access and use data for 
citizens’ benefits, 

• and legitimates certain uses for the 
common good that may prevail 
over individual rights



Examples of Data Sovereignty 
oriented projects 



The Barcelona City Council Open Digitization Plan defines a process of profound, 
progressive change in the way the city will develop and offer its services to its citizens.

It aims for radical improvement in digital public services, based on our Ethical Digital 
Standards, including in particular the use of free software, open standards, data 
sovereignty, developing digital services in an agile manner, and ensuring privacy, ethics 
and security by design.

Through the open data and data commons strategies, and the use of free software tools, 
Barcelona aims to guarantee improvements in transparency and interoperability based 
on open data formats and a set of interoperable and reusable applications and services, 
while adopting privacy-enhancing and rights-preserving technologies that protects’ 
citizens information self-determination.

The Cities Coalition for Digital Rights, aims to promote, protect and uphold 
human rights on the internet at the local and global level.

With the support of the UN Human Settlements Program (UN-Habitat), UCLG and 
Eurocities, we share best practices, learn from each other's challenges and 
successes, and coordinate common initiatives and actions. Inspired by the 
Internet Rights and Principles Coalition (IRPC) the work of 300 international 
stakeholders over the past ten years.



Barcelona Data Management Regulation, 2018

• Part of Barcelona’s Ethical Digital toolkit 

• A global vision of and strategy for the City Council’s data-management 
plan and the proposed changes towards the responsible and ethical 
use of data- for data driven policy making and decisions
• Governance Structures (CDO, Privacy Office)
• Management Processes (transversal service management boards, 

procurement processes, Opendata protocols, PIA and privacy compliance) 
• Technology Architectures (Data Lake, Data Commons linked to OpenData

portals)

• Obligatory nature of provisions: “baking” data management for 
sovereignty into administrative processes and … traditions.



Procurement and contract terms - 2020

A lot of city 
data is 
created 

outside the 
city 

structures 
and entities, 

by service 
providers

Essential 
and 

guarantee 
(legally) 

provision of 
or access to 

this data

Contracts 
MUST 

implement 
“data 

managemen
t by default 

and by 
design” 

Awareness 
and skills of 

public 
administrato

rs and 
project 

managers

City data 
architecture 

ready to 
receive this 
data (very 

large 
quantities)

Negotiation 
with private 

operators 
(licensing 
for use of 

public 
spaces, etc.)

Procurement Data Management Guidelines 

• Key data considerations

• Rules of procedure and workflow

• Consultation with Pivacy Officer, Data Office, 
Other departments

Standard Contractual Clauses 

• Template contracts

• Library of clauses

• Explanations and support



Shock Plan for Digital Inclusion in 
Barcelona
• Improve access to digital tools
• Citizen training 
• Access to electronic administration

CityThon –
urban 
mobility

Open Data 
Challenges

DECODE –
data 
sovereignty

WORLD 
DATA VIZ 
Challange

Digital Empowerment: Education, Inclusion, Democracy   
Digital Democracy



DECODE: Citizens control of their data

• Blockchain based platform for giving granular control to citizens over 
the sharing and use of the data 

• Use cases… e.g. anonymous or shared citizen participation 
• For more see this afternoon!



DECIDIM: citizen participation in service design

• Open source platform for citizen participation

• Engaging citizens in definition, prioritisation and 
design of digital services, including data management

• Understanding residents’ approach and feeling about 
data use: 
• Data monitoring for public good (health, environment, 

security, etc.)

• Data sharing for optimising services across departments 

• Profiling for targeting public services and programmes, anti-
discrimination

• Identifying need for digital inclusion actions

Digital Democracy



HIGHLIGHTED ISSUES 

● Privacy: citizen control - purpose limitations, conservation, dissemination

● Inclusiveness and bias

● Transparency, accountability- citizen participation in project design

● Fiduciary role of the city - data manager, guardian, laboratory, balance 

● Free riding and dealing with the private sector

● Non-discrimination of data and algorithms

Data Sharing Work Group: not all about Data 
Sharing,  but about Data Management and Use for 
understanding the City and its residents and 
visitors. Sharing is just one aspect of this 









PORTLAND, OREGON



● problem ● data

● co-creation
● solution

● ideas 



Towards a coherent framework and actions for technology 
and data sovereignty at (at least) 5 + 1 levels?

Inter-city 
cooperation and

sharing

Citizen-centred digital 
service policy making

Ethical Digital Service design

Open Infrastructure Deployment

Responsible and Ethical Data Management

Citizens, Administrators, Policy makers, Service providers 



Wider considerations of information self-
determination 

How data use and data 
policy can, like a 

personality trait, define 
what type of city a city is –

its own “identity

Freedom from false or 
biased information and 

information systems based 
on such distorted data; 

Where does an individual’s 
data and data rights (to 

control) “stop” and 
another’s “start” (like 

freedom) 

The rights of a community 
to data that can may be 
essential to protect or 
sustain the community 
(e.g. information about 

Covid infection) 


